
Very briefly, why did you decide to back this 
project? (Customer Market Validation)

Any suggestions on what we can do to improve 
our product?

I like caffeine

Because it looks awesome!

coffee fanatic not sure

I like idea More selection of flavors 

love coffee. like a handy way to fend for myself not yet

Looking for a good coffee shot on the go for energy

Im always looking to support my coffee habit

boost of energy

Worth a try, seems easy

Im always interested in new coffee ideasI love coffee but sometimes dont have time to drink 
a cup Not yet

Great natural alternative to stuff on the market

Interesting Nope, sorryCant make coffee at work so if i need coffee mid 
day this will help

Coffeee Flavors 

this is up my alley
decide to not only be recyclable but also donate a 
portion of each drink to green donations

travel coffee not now

cooooofeeeee

Love cold brew coffee

They look neat enough Havent tried em yet unsure

Need cofeeeeeeee carry case/sleeve for multiple vialsThe product seems like a great idea, particularly if 
Stevia stretch goal is met.

I love coffeeLooked like a good alternative to energy drinks that 
are full of other chemicals. I enjoy coffee and this is I would like a mocha option sooner. 

A drink for when riding my bike. Make cap removal easy while riding a bicycle.  

Sounds delicous and easy to caffeniate Not sure, need to try it first!

Seemed like a good pre-workout shot. I very much urge you to provide Vanilla as a flavour 
I -need- coffee to survive ! 😁

I like coffee
Love coffee, love backing interesting crowd funding 
projects. Best of both worlds!
Coffee. I’m not sure yet
I find the product vert useful
Convenient coffee shot

My husband loves coffe and this will be a perfect gift Recycling!
 
Gettin jacked up on some sweet bean water Gotta go fast

Shotspresso Kickstarter Funding Survey



Because I am a coffee freak.
Looks interesting 
I like coffee

I find this to be really unique
Easy add ons after campaign. More flavours not 
relating to stretch goals

Sometimes I need caffeine in places and at times 
where traditional coffee products would be 
inconvenient. More flavor options would be nice.
I love good coffee and often need a booster shot. Keep those international varieties open to order. 

I like backing interesting things, and I like coffee :) 
I think it’s actually a pretty good product already, to 
give you a proper answer I’d need to try it first 

I love coffee, and as a student and part time worker 
i dont always have the time to brew. Shotspresso 
solves that problem. 

A cheap, efficient caffeine option Flavours and types
Na Na
It looks like a cool concept to get a compact coffee 
on the go.
Im busy and coffee is a must.  Plus I was being lazy 
and un caffeinated Ask this survey once we have the porduct
love caffeine
Big Fan of energy drinks and the GF is always 
looking for a place that does espresso shots to 
wake her up.  Seemed like a good fit.

Not sure until I have the product.  Its pretty straight 
forward and i plan to reuse the bottles for Alcohol 
shots on the go.  

I appreciate coffee, however it isnt always easy to 
come by. 

More flavors, I think would be nice, not sure yet, 
though

Strong and fast made coffee I will taste it first
Love coffee, and a shot of caffeine is great! Longer shelflife
I love coffee
I love coffee but don’t often get a chance to go out 
for a premium product as I am a stay at home mum 
in a country town. This seemed like a nice treat and 
good value. I’ll let you know once I’ve tried it
As a coffee-lover, I like to try new things... Use environment-friendly packaging.
You mentioned speciality coffee and I want to trust 
thats what you use. 

Use viarity single light roast speciality coffee. There 
qou got quality

I like the idea
Enjoy coffee No
im a coffee lover
I like coffee Make it even cheaper
I love coffe and I’m always on the go! .

Im a coffee addict. Offer a monthly subscription???
Like coffee Add a case to hold about 3 to 5 for on the go 
I love coffee, and love this idea of a portable 
espresso shot None that I can think of at the moment

That’s what I need
Wish your model a success and I can buy regularly 
in the the future

I like Coffee
So far all looks good so far, well see when I get the 
coffee

Looks great 
Enjoy coffee Offer flavors? E.g. mocha,vanilla, ect.



The idea of having a genuinely portable bag that is 
able to carry several items of shopping with me at all 
times is a long held dream. I’m fed up trying to tuck 
away in my car, briefcase or jacket any number of 
awkward, surprisingly bulky, and poorly made 
foldaway bags, which tear easily, and are too flimsy 
to carry anything but a sandwich lunch. The idea of 
a bag that I could squeeze in my “watch pocket” is 
wonderful! Offer a few more unisex designs. 
I like coffee

Looked like a good value, and an interesting product. More flavors are a good start.
Interested in caffeine products.
I like coffee-based products vely much! Au lait?

Needa little boost now & then. Use 5hr. Energy now 
& want to compare. Plus, it just sounds Yummy! Wont know until I receive & test. 
convenience make sure it tastes good
Im portuguese, there is nothing we love more then 
coffee a nice smaller case to store the shots would be nice
I love coffee, caffeine and novel ideas. I also believe 
I can use the containers for other things like storing 
matches for emergency packs

Looks fantastic as it is to me! And the earlybird 
meaning it was under £1 a shot meant I didnt 
hesitate for a second.

I like coffe.
I am a coffee fan and love the idea of having new 
ways to enjoy it. I will share ideas after I receive it and give it a try.
I like Coffee Keep up up to date a lot.

Seems like a great product, my parents always 
complain that they havent had their coffee yet, so 
this would be great as a quick and compact shot of 
energy. :P More flavours.

Design, innovation & future COLAB potential.
Not at this stage looking forward to seeing the 
product.


